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Abstract. Today’s enterprise information and cooperation systems are
numerous and diverse. Users have problems of information overload, task
interruption and media discontinuity. A unification approach of existing
systems would be supportive to overcome these issues by reducing the variety
and thereby the complexity. A process of unification starts with the
comprehension of existing systems belonging to the virtual environment, by
modeling them. The second step is the unification on the model layer followed
by the last step, the design of the user interface. This paper will present the first
step, a meta-model for cooperation systems, which applies concepts used in
professional groupware systems as well as social media platforms. Major
elements and concepts of cooperation systems will be identified to provide a
basis for the unification of the virtual environment.
Keywords: cooperation system, meta-model, conceptual model, unification.

1 Introduction
The virtual environment of knowledge workers consists of cooperation systems,
social media, and personal as well as enterprise information systems. It tends to grow
and become complex. With increasing diversity of those systems, complexity for
users increases equally. This complexity leads to problems of information overload
[1], task interruption [2] and media discontinuity. Although groupware research [3]
has yielded a number of productive and successful systems, it appears that the current
social media trend [4] provides tremendous alternatives to traditional cooperation
support systems such as email or shared workspaces. The shift from document links
to people links was already observed in 1998 [5], so that today’s groupware systems
such as Lotus Notes, BSCW [6], and SharePoint blend with current social media
platforms such as Facebook, and Twitter [7]. Furthermore, new kinds of systems like
Yammer, Jive, and Cisco WebEx Social arise.
Nowadays, numerous systems exist side by side with overlapping functionality
and disjoint contexts. However, discussing which system might be more appropriate
for particular cases, does not help users to overcome this challenge. Even
professionals are overwhelmed with this situation, so that a future-oriented approach
is to accept the diversity of existing systems and utilize them in one single interface
which provides the user every needed function.
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In this paper, we present the first step of the unification approach: A coherent
model which illustrates that social media systems apply the same basic concepts as
other collaborative systems, but with a different adoption, thus creating a different
user experience. The major elements and concepts of cooperative systems will be
identified to provide a basis for the comparison and later on the integration of existing
systems. The presented meta-model helps to reflect the features of groupware systems
as well as social media platforms with the aim to identify the building blocks of those
systems and to understand in which respect they overlap or differ from each other.

2 Background
Conceptual information models provide application modeling in a direct and natural
way by offering semantic terms, such as entity, activity, generalization, aggregation,
etc. [8]. There are several generic modeling techniques, such as (Extended) EntityRelationships Models [9], UML [10], Telos [11], and ConceptBase [12]. They are
generic and developed for the purpose to support developers and system architects
with the design of a respective system.
One of the earliest model of information systems, the Zachman framework [13],
focuses on architectural models. Other CSCW models focus on concepts and basic
building blocks of existing systems [14, 15]. These models cover the basic concepts,
but they are neither intended to classify systems nor to discuss with users. Thus they
explain the concepts, but they do not assess the different characteristics of these
concepts. Two further models are presented in [16] and [17]. The presented
conceptual models are very detailed, but they do not help to focus on one aspect. They
rather focus on an architectural perspective. The reference architectures proposed in
[18, 19] identify several layers as well as architectural components and support to
cooperate in virtual enterprises (VERAM). The basic services realize access to the
underlying data structures which implement the concepts identified in this paper. The
modeling framework ARCON helps to understand, design and implement
collaborative networks [20]. Although many models exist, they do not help to focus
on how the basic underlying concepts are perceived by users. The presented model
approach tries to stay coherent and comprehensive. Applied models support
cooperation processes between professionals and users.

3 Meta-Model of Cooperative Systems
Cooperative work is characterized by people and artifacts as well as communication
between people and activities performed by people on artifacts [21]. Cooperative
systems (groupware and social media) support activities of this kind. The proposed
model uses the two entities (artifact and person), and establishes relationships
between themselves and one another, resulting in a condensed model of cooperation
systems (cf. Fig. 1). Although this model applies an extended entity-relationship
model notation, it is not intended to model the database structure in the backend of
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particular systems. It rather tries to cover the mental model [22] users are developing
from just viewing the graphical user interface while working with the system and
using its functions.
A cooperation system is modeled by a quadruple  ∶= , , ℛ , ℛ
with a set
of People and a set of Artifacts as well as a set of Relations and a set of Rules.
People  ∶= { ,  , … ,  } are natural persons, who use a system, i.e. users.
Instances of a person can be single persons but basically representatives of a type of
person, called role. A role contains certain characteristics, such as the right to perform
particular activity. Author, admin, manager, and owner are exemplary roles.
Everything that is not a person is belonging to the set of artifacts
 ∶= { ,  , … ,  }. Instances of an artifact can principally be every working
artifact that is virtually represented by the system. The whole system itself is an
artifact, documents of different data types or attributes of documents can be artifacts.
This depends on the intended granularity of the model.

Fig. 1. Meta-model of Cooperative Systems.

In the set of the relationships ℛ ∶= { ,  , … ,  }, the model includes three
types of relationship: social, structural, and rights.
The relationship between two artifacts is called structural relation. This relation
establishes an structure of content. It namely structures the artifacts by relating one to
another, e.g. “a folder contains a file” indicates a structural relation between these two
artifacts. A social relation is the analogous relation between two persons. It
establishes a structure of persons. This relation can be symmetric, e.g. “Alice is a
friend of Bob”, or asymmetric, e.g. “Alice is following Bob. Social relations between
roles are inherited to the individual persons.
Every entity (person, artifact) can own the right to change either an entity or a
relation. A person has particular rights to perform certain activities on artifacts. For
example, the authorship of an artifact gives a person the right to edit the artifact.
Furthermore, a person can change a social relation (e.g. becoming friend of another
person), a structural relation (e.g. saving a file in a certain folder), or a right itself (e.g.
inviting a person as an editor to a document). Rights of artifacts performing activities
on persons are less common. Persons primarily are the active part of the system and
artifacts are supposed to be passive objects. Nevertheless, artifacts are becoming
active in terms of notifications and other kind of system performed processes.
Persons and artifacts can have the right to change social relations, structural
relations, or rights themselves. A change of a social relation for example is to follow
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another person, or accept a request for friendship. An example for a change of a
structural relation would be to move a file into a shared folder. A change of rights
themselves would be to invite a person to a shared folder, which give this person
access rights to this particular folder.
The set of rules ℛ ∶=  ,  , … ,   is modeling dependencies of relations.
Rights can be derived from roles of persons, social relations, or structural relations.
Social relations determine rights, e.g. a friend of an author has the right to read the
artifacts the author created. Structural relations determine rights, e.g. every member of
a shared folder has access to all subfolders and containing files.
The model mainly focuses on the internal context of a cooperative system, but the
interface between user and system must not be forgotten. Therefore, the model is
framed by the graphical user interface (GUI) to clarify the importance of the interface.
Moreover, an appropriate GUI is essential to provide features of cooperative systems,
e.g. presence and awareness, and make them accessible to users.
Fig. 2 illustrates the basic symbols of the proposed meta-model: persons, artifacts,
and the various types of relations. Although it is possible to model everything with the
generic symbols, it seems to be more comprehensible to differentiate between
different persons and different artifacts, if necessary. Therefore we added a simple
artifact (file, document), which holds information and an advanced artifact (folder,
container) to apply structural information, like a folder hierarchy. Beside the symbols
for entities, Fig. 2 also illustrates the symbols for relations. First, it shows the
structural relation between two artifacts, second the social relation between two
persons and third the right between respective entities (person, artifact) or between
entities and relations.

Fig. 2. Symbols of the cooperative system meta-model.

4 Model Application and Evaluation
In the following the conceptual differences between cooperation systems will be
identified by instantiating the above mentioned meta-model. Every aspect will be
completely covered to establish a classification. As aforementioned the instances of
the model do not try to model an internal database structure or a technical architecture
of a particular system. The instances depict the mental models which are gathered
during system usage. The focus is on the two following aspects: The different
characteristics of social relationships and the different metaphors of information
exchange in virtual environments.
4.1 Social Relationships
Cooperation always happens between multiple people, therefore cooperation systems
support multiple users (co-located or distributed). Cooperation always implies a
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relationship between cooperation partners. This relationship is mapped to the
application logic of the system. To cover the variety of real world relationships, there
is a variety of virtual relationships implemented in different existing systems. In the
following a classification of virtual relationships is given by presenting the
distinguishing attributes. In general we identified three basic types of relationship:
friends, followers and groups (cf. Fig. 3). But there are hybrid forms combining the
features.
Existing classifications emerged from a graph theory and social network analysis
perspective. Virtual relationships of users can form chains (process oriented), stars
(egocentric, dominant member), hierarchies (organogram of a company), and
networks (project oriented) [23]. But every system which supports relations between
users can be applied to form the above mentioned types. These types rather describe
the usage or the user group of one system, but it does not encounter the core of the
character of social virtual relationships.
A friend network is applied in Facebook. Its virtual network  ∶= , 
consists of a set  of persons and  ∶=  ×  an undirected relation between two
persons. Two persons  and  are friends if and only if ! ,  " ∈  ⋀ ! ,  " ∈ ,
with  ,  ∈  and  ≠  . In other words, a friendship is mutual if both persons
agreed; the relation of a friend network is symmetric and irreflexive. In Fig. 3 (1)
persons A, B, and C are friends.
A follower network is applied in Twitter. Its virtual network  ∶= , 
consists of a set  of persons and  ∶=  ×  a directed relation between two
persons. A person  is follower of a person  if and only if  ,  ∈ , with  ,
 ∈  and  ≠  . Person  is a so called followee of person  . The relation is
irreflexive. In Fig. 3 (2) persons A and B are following each other, B is following C
and C is following A.
A group network exists in Facebook groups, Yammer networks, or folders in
shared workspace systems. The attached functions differ from concept to concept, but
the underlying base concept remains the same. One abstract artifact is linked to
people who interact or share something. The relation between persons is no more
direct; it is indirect via an artifact, e.g. discussion thread, files.
The group network  ∶= , ',  consits of a set  of persons, a set ' of groups,
and  ∶=  × ' a relation between persons and groups. A person  ∈  is member of
a group ( ∈ ' if and only if , ( ∈ . The relation  is called bipartite, because
persons and groups do not have a relation among themselves. In Fig. 3 (3) persons A,
B, and C are members of the folder f and thereby they have an indirect relation via
this folder.
Group networks that are not bipartite also exist. A network  ) ∶= , ', , * ,
with , ', and  analogous to the group network . Additionally a relation * ∶= ' ×
' between groups exists. With it a group hierarchy could be established. A group
( ∈ ' inherits its members to a group ( ∈ ' if and only if !( , ( " ∈ *. All  with
 , ( ∈  are members of group ( too, but not vice versa. An example for this
type of group network is the shared workspace metaphor.
Hybrid networks contain several of the above mentioned features in parallel. For
example, Facebook has a combined friend and group network. Furthermore, being a
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fan of a celebrity applies to a follower network. In Fig. 3 (4) persons A and B are
friends, C is following A, and B and C are sharing a folder f.
By observing existing systems the above classes of networks were discovered. The
dimensions of relations are as follows. Reciprocity indicates whether a relationship is
mutual (friends) or one-way (follower). Directedness indicates whether a direct
relationship exists (friends) or an indirect one via an artifact (groups, shared folders).
Visibility denotes whether a relation is visible to just one person (lists, circles), visible
to every involved person (private groups), or visible to everybody (public friendship).
Cardinality indicates whether a relation involves only two persons (friends), or
several persons (group). The found network types are not convertible into each other
without loss of information.

Fig. 3. Four classes of social relationships and virtual networks in cooperative systems:
1) Friend network, 2) Follower network, 3) Group network, and 4) Hybrid network.

4.2 Information Exchange
If the network of people is the basic social structure of cooperative systems, the
exchange of information is the base concept in terms of activities within these
systems. Independent of performing communication, cooperation, or coordination,
every activity can be reduced to steps of information exchange. Within this concept,
we differentiate between two sub concepts: Sending and sharing.
Sending includes every activity which transfers the sent artifact to the
communication partner, i.e. it is copied. Fig. 4 (left) illustrates an instance of a
communication system. Person A owns a folder o (outbox) which contains a created
message m. While A is sending m to person B, a copy of m, is saved in the inbox (i) of
B. This is a typical procedure in e.g. email. As opposed to this, sharing includes every
activity which only affects the rights from a particular person to a particular artifact.
The same situation as before with sharing (cf. Fig. 4 right): Person A saves message m
in the conversation folder c. If person B has already joined this conversation, the right
to read m can be derived. If not, the activity of person A leads to the change of the
right person B has in respect to the conversation.
Sending concepts can be found in messaging and chat systems, like email, but
they are not bound to communication. Sending a file attachment definitely belongs to
cooperation and applies to the sending concept too. Sharing concepts can be equally
found in communication and cooperation scenarios. Facebook and Twitter, for
example, apply this concept in their support how people communicate. The users are
able to store messages on their server and people share different containers, e.g. walls,
where messages are aggregated. People can post messages to these containers, i.e.
they share a message, in contrast to send a message to a specific person. In
cooperation scenarios the sharing concept is more obvious. A shared folder like we
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have in Dropbox indicates that several persons have access to it and can store files for
the others.

Fig. 4. Two classes of information exchange in virtual communities: Sending and sharing.
These two concepts exist in different forms and can be characterized by several
dimensions. Reciprocity indicates whether a communication is bilateral (conversation)
or one way (broadcast). Directedness indicates whether a message is directed to a
person (push) or whether it is not directed, e.g. stored in a folder (pull). Visibility
denotes whether a conversation is visible to just two persons or a group (private) or
visible to everybody (public). Cardinality indicates how many persons are involved.

5 Conclusion
This paper presents a meta-model of cooperation systems enabling the instantiation
for different collaborative applications and thus their comparison. We have illustrated
the classification of social relationships and people networks as well as the difference
between the concepts of sending and sharing. The comparison has shown that the
basic concepts resemble by a variety of different systems, only differing in their
appearance. We believe that this paper contributes to a more systematic understanding
of the core elements of collaborative applications. This work is just the first step for a
unification approach of several cooperation systems. Our meta-model and with it the
modeling language sets the basis for a precise understanding of cooperation systems,
their comparison and their integration.
Our next steps will focus on further applications of the model with the aim of
further refinement and validation. Thereby we aim to bridge cooperative use cases to
technical systems and further to the design of user interfaces.
This work of this paper has been partially funded by the European Commission
under the Seventh Framework Programme as part of the GRANATUM project.
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